8 incident longwave radiation, correspondence between series is encouraging. However, due to 177 the imperfect fit, use of these data in our energy balance simulation introduces error to our 178 reference melt series which will propagate to our temperature-index melt simulations. 179
Details of SEB computations for both sites are provided in Table 4 between melt simulated with these series provides confidence in the utility of using the 195 parameterized TRS data to extend our reference melt series. With the addition of the melt 196 rates calculated from adjusted TRS data, the reference melt series constitutes 434 days at 197
Storglaciären; the records from VH 500 and VH 1100 comprise 644 and 828 days, 198 respectively. All these lengths are denoted N hereafter. Summaries of the meteorology and 199 calculated energy components for the respective locations over these periods are provided in 200 Table 4 . 201
Reanalysis data 202
We use gridded reanalysis data (ERA-Interim) to determine synoptic weather types ( The selected variables were transformed to z-scores and subject to a Principal Components 211 Analysis (PCA). Five Principal Components (PCs) were retained accounting for >80% of the 212 variance in the original variables. The six-hourly reanalysis meteorology and PC loadings 213
were then used to determine daily PC scores following Kalkstein and Corrigan (1986) . These 214 PC scores are used to identify periods of comparable weather in the algorithm described 215 below (Section 2.4). 216
Temperature-index models 217
Three temperature index models are deployed to investigate the utility of using melt 218 parameters conditioned by synoptic weather types. The first is the basic melt formulation 219 outlined in Eq. 1, referred to as Model 'A' hereafter. The others are ETI models, namely the 220 algorithms of Hock (1999) 
(hereafter model 'B'), and Pellicciotti et al. (2005) (hereafter 221
model 'C'). Our choice of models includes those used most frequently for purposes of glacier 222 melt modelling, while differences in structure and data requirements facilitates insight into 223 how our weather-type approach may contribute to more robust and accurate temperature-224 index melt simulations. 225
Model B has the form: 226 (dimensionless) and / is incident global radiation. The subscripts for this term relate to the 233 fact that we run models A and B using actual global radiation measured/parameterized at the 234 glacier AWSs ( ), and using potential, clear-sky radiation ( ) which is determined for our 235 sites using standard equations of solar geometry (Oke, 1987) , and includes the effects of 236 shading, slope and exposition. To facilitate these calculations, topographic information from 237 the Koblet et al. (2010) DEM for Storglaciären and from the ASTER GDEM for Vestari 238
Hagafellsjökull is used. Similar to Eq. 1, models B and C only permit melting when the 239 hourly air temperature is above a threshold, which we assume to be 0°C. 240
The albedo required in Eqs. 2 and 3 is taken directly from observed/prescribed values at the 241 locations of the glacier AWSs. Whilst this likely results in a favourable performance of 242 models B and C, our aim does not include the assessment of empirical schemes for simulating 243 albedo: using values retrieved from the AWSs enables greater focus on addressing the 244 variability of temperature-index model parameters between weather types. The models are 245 run with an hourly time step and all the driving meteorological variables are taken from 246 hourly observations made at, or parameterized for, the glacier AWSs (Section 2.1). 247
Coefficients are calibrated for five models (three algorithms; B and C are implemented with 248 both observed, and clear-sky global radiation) with optimal values determined using the 249 Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency Coefficient (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) : 250
where is the melt rate and subscripts and denote the reference series (calculated with 252 the SEB models), and melt simulated by the temperature-index model, respectively. The 253 over-bar in Eq. 4 indicates the mean, and ℎ gives the number of melt values for which to 254 evaluate goodness of fit between reference and simulated values. The objective function, 1-255 2 , is minimized using the Nelder-Mead Simplex algorithm to find optimal values for model 256 coefficients. The algorithm is implemented via the Matlab 'fminsearch' function and Eq. 4 is 257 calculated for hourly melt rates. 258
Temporally-variable model coefficients 259
The core of the technique investigated is to identify meteorologically-similar days from 260 spatially-coarse reanalysis data, and to vary temperature-index model coefficients 261 accordingly. Similarity of weather between days is judged using the PC scores described in 262 Sect. 2.2. For any pair of days ( and ), this is quantified according to: 263 The utility of this technique is determined through a cross-validation procedure, implemented 272 at each location as follows: 273 1) For every day, ( , ) is calculated between the present day and all other days 274 from other years. Only days from other years are considered in application of Eq. 275 (5), because a condition of cross-validation schemes is that the simulated data 276 should be independent of that used for calibration (Elsner and Schmertmann, 277 1994). To avoid autocorrelation within the melt series compromising the cross-278 validation, data from the same year as the day being simulated are excluded from 279 the fitting procedure. 280
2) The ( , ) measure is used to rank all days evaluated in step one. 281
3) Using the reference melt series and Eq. 4, all coefficients for each temperature-282 index model are calibrated on the k most similar days to the present. 283
4) The present day's melt is simulated at hourly resolution using the respective 284 algorithms and the coefficient estimates obtained in step three. 285
Thus, all parameters for the five models are calculated N times for every location, using the k 286 most meteorologically similar days for calibration. 287
The choice of k in the algorithm is evidently important. Previous research employing nearest-288 neighbour resampling suggests that setting k = n 1/2 yields favourable results, provided that the 289 number of potential neighbours, n, is at least 100 and ≤ 6 (Lall and Sharma, 1996) . In our 290 cross-validation scheme, n is simply the number of days which are compared to each day on 291 which melt is simulated, so our data satisfy these criteria (n is 552, 736 and 372 at VH 500, 292 VH 1100 and Storglaciären, respectively). Parameter k is, therefore, set to the nearest integer 293 of n 1/2 in the algorithm (23, 27 and 19, respectively). 294 calibrating model coefficients, so at each site, only such days are evaluated for 296 meteorological similarity in step 1 of our algorithm. This means that n is dynamic for this 297 model, depending on the number of days of comparable surface type in the other years 298 (identified from the albedo record: Figure 4) . Because snow cover is rare at two of our sites 299 (VH 500 and Storglaciären), this sometimes results in n falling below the 100-day threshold 300 outlined above, so the choice of k may be inappropriate for these days. However, this effect is 301 anticipated to have a minimal effect on simulations as the majority of the series at these 302 locations (94% and 89%, respectively) is modelled with coefficients estimated for days which 303 satisfy the threshold for prescribing k (i.e. those days not designated as snow). 304
The cross-validation procedure is also run to estimate the skill of the models when 305 coefficients do not reflect weather type variations. This means that, for every day, 306 coefficients are simply calibrated using all data in the remaining years, irrespective of 307 meteorological similarity. This results in coefficient estimates which only vary between 308 years. For each of the models we therefore have two melt series generated via the cross-309 validation procedure: one simulated with coefficients that vary daily with the prevailing 310 synoptic weather types (hereafter the 'WT' series), and the other simulated with coefficients 311 that only vary inter-annually (hereafter the 'S' series). Evaluating both series' correspondence 312 with the reference melt record (Eq. 4), and comparing performance, provides insight into the 313 value-added by the weather-type calibration routine. 314
The significance of any improvement in skill is assessed using a bootstrap simulation, 315 implemented by selecting observations from both series on m randomly chosen days, and 316 evaluating their correspondence with reference series on these days. The bootstrap is run with 317 10 4 samples, and m is set to the number of days in one year's melt record at our study glaciers 318 (92 and 62 days at Vestari Hagafellsjökull and Storglaciären, respectively). For each of the 319 models, counting the number of times the WT series exhibits greater correspondence with the 320 reference melt record than the S series (according to Eq. 4) and dividing this count by 10 4 , 321 provides an estimate of the probability of not obtaining an increase in seasonal melt 322 simulation using our approach (Wilmott, 1985) . We evaluate all models in terms of their 323 ability to simulate both hourly and daily melt totals. 324
The cross-validation procedure also generates an N-member ensemble of coefficient 325 estimates for each model at each location. Examining these series in relation to the prevailingglacier meteorology provides a diagnostic of processes behind the model coefficients' 327 variability. This is pursued by correlating the daily coefficient values for each of the five 328 models with daily mean meteorological variables and components of the SEB determined at 329 the AWSs. Correlating model coefficients between locations on Vestari Hagafellsjökull also 330 permits insight into the spatial coherence of their variability in response to synoptic weather 331 types. 332
Results

333
Model Performance 334
The results of applying the five models are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6, while performance 335 measures for each site are shown in Table 6 . The best performances are registered by the ETI 336 models forced with observed global radiation, and Model C generally scores higher R 2 values 337 than Model B. Model A performs relatively poorly at hourly resolution, but performs better 338 relative to ETI models when evaluated at daily resolution. Model B suffers the greatest 339 reduction in skill, and the range in performance between locations is also larger for all models 340 when examined at daily time scales. Irrespective of whether hourly or daily melt rates are 341 examined, the performance of the models is on average best at Storglaciären, and worst at 342 VH 500. 343
Across all models, the WT series exhibit greater correspondence with reference melt series, 344 registering median improvements (with respect to the S series) of 7.3% and 23.6% in the 345 simulation of hourly, and daily melt rates, respectively. There is no clear pattern with regards 346 which model registers the most improvement when calibrated with respect to weather types, 347 but there is a general tendency for the magnitude of improvement to be inversely related to 348 performance of the unmodified temperature-index model ( Figure 7 ). An example of the 349 output from the bootstrap procedure is shown in Figure 8 and the full results are recorded in 350 Table 5 . The probability of not obtaining an enhancement in a seasonal melt simulation using 351 the weather-type approach to calibrate model coefficients is low for all models (p<0.05) for 352 all locations. 353
Model Coefficients 354
Mean coefficient values obtained for each model during cross-validation, and their respective 355 coefficients of variation (σ/μ *100), are shown in 
Model Performance and Coefficient Variability
402
At all locations, and for all models, our weather-type approach to calibrating parameters 403 significantly improved melt simulations with greatest enhancements apparent for daily melt 404 totals. This is explained by the fact model coefficients in the algorithm described in Section 405 2.4 vary on a daily timescale depending on synoptic weather type. Thus, sub-daily variability 406 in coefficients cannot be accounted for. The observation that weather-type conditioning 407 resulted in larger improvements for models more limited in initial skill, demonstrates greater 408 benefit of applying our modelling approach where temperature-index methods are more 409 limited in their ability to capture processes of surface energy exchange. 410
Correlations between parameters from the WT series and the prevailing meteorology provide 411 insight to the value added by weather-type conditioning.
coefficients in all models were 412 found to be correlated most strongly with latent and longwave heat fluxes. This can be 413 understood through consideration of the SEB, as these energy components are related to air 414 
Study Limitations and Transferability of the Modelling Approach 489
In interpreting the improvement offered by our weather-type approach to parameter 490 calibration, it is important to consider that our reference melt series are generated by SEB 491 models and these are prone to uncertainty, particularly with regards to estimation of the 492 turbulent heat fluxes (Hock, 2005) . Our bootstrapped test of the enhancement provided by the 493 weather-type melt models makes no provision for the fact that their performance is not 494 assessed relative to a 'true' melt rate, and thus the significance of our improvement should be 495 interpreted with caution. This is especially true at Storglaciären, where most of the reference 496 melt series was generated using parameterised TRS data. However, we note that the skill in 497 simulating melt exhibited by the weather-type-dependent models is similar when evaluated 498 relative to the reference melt series in 2011 (where almost all data are taken from glacier 499 AWS observations), as it is in other years (when mainly TRS data are used: Table 8 ). Thus, 500 whilst the extent of the uncertainty introduced by the parameterised series remains somewhat 501 un-quantified, this assessment at least provides confidence that the improvement in 502 simulation performance achieved at this location does not depend on the use of these off-503 glacier data. 504 A simplification applied in the modelling procedure was to use measured values of albedo to 505 prescribe surface types (Model A) and to obtain the net global radiation (models B and C). It 506 is considered unlikely that this results in bias in the model comparison, as this information 507 would seem equally important for both the weather-type and static models. This issue does 508 however raise an interesting point regarding the transferability of our approach. The SEB is a 509 function of the interaction between the boundary-layer meteorology and the glacier surface. 510
Changing glacier surface conditions (i.e. albedo, surface roughness) introduces variability in 511 melt rate independent of the prevailing weather which cannot be captured using the weathertype approach. Hence, on glaciers where temporal variability of surface properties is 513 pronounced, more limited benefit might be realised by calibrating parameters with respect to 514 weather types. 515
While our approach offers improved simulations at the point scale, distributing dynamic 516 coefficients across the glacier adds further uncertainty to the modelling procedure. However, 517
considering that variation of the transient model parameters was strongly coherent between 518 elevations on Vestari Hagafellsjökull, the evidence suggests that our approach may be 519 extended to glacier-wide simulations if judicious placement of AWSs is accompanied by 520 interpolation of model parameters over the glacier. 521
The temporal transferability of our modelling approach also demands consideration. Changes 522 in the internal structure of weather types would limit the advantage of our calibration method. 523
If climate change manifests as weather types without precedent during calibration, then this 524 strategy will be compromised. By the same reasoning, it is also likely that our weather-type 525 approach to calibration will be most useful for glaciers where long records of observation are 526 available and the information content of calibration data is maximised (Van den Dool, 1994) . 527
Variations in the SEB that may occur with time and which are independent of the prevailing 528 weather (e.g. changes in glacier hypsometry: Braithwaite, 2008) can of course not be 529 accounted for with our calibration strategy. 530
Conclusions
531
This study evaluated the utility of varying temperature-index model parameters to reflect 532 changes in prevailing weather during melt simulations. Our results indicate that using 533 spatially-coarse reanalysis data to define periods of meteorological similarity for calibrating 534 models significantly enhances the skill of three algorithms commonly-used to simulate site-535 specific, glacier melt estimates. 536
537
The approach also provides insight to the meteorological and energetic controls of model 538 water coefficients. Changes in parameter values between weather types were consistent with 539 expectations from physical considerations of the surface energy balance. Future work should 540 explore climatological controls on temperature-index model parameters with a view to 541 determining the transferability of our approach to other glaciers or to spatially-distributed 542 modelling approaches across large and/or data sparse catchments. 
747
R 2 is calculated for hourly and daily means (left-and right-hand columns, respectively), for the period when 748 glacier observations are available (Table 2) .
749 750 Table 2 for the associated time periods). 1 Cloud cover is defined as the mean ratio of 757 received to potential, clear-sky global radiation. 2 Thermal emissivity is defined as the mean ratio of received 758 incident longwave radiation to that emitted by a blackbody radiator at the two-metre air temperature. 759 760 Table 6 . Performance measures for the temperature-index models. The S series (modelled with coefficients 761 which are static) and the WT series (modelled with coefficients which are conditioned on synoptic weather 762 types) are compared to the reference melt rates (generated with the SEB models) at hourly and daily resolution
763
(left-and right-hand-side columns, respectively). ΔR 2 gives the difference in Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency Assumed to be at the melting point (0°C).
Assumed to be at the melting point when the longwave radiation balance is measured at the glacier AWS; zero-degree assumption also assumed when parameterized TRS data used to drive the SEB models, unless negative Q is encountered: in this case, the surface temperature is lowered iteratively (-0 
